Economy Gondola End Cap Assembly Instructions

Parts List
- Upright Standard (2)
- Base Foot (2)
- Base Kickplate (1)
- Base Shelf (1)
  - 7” Pegboard Backer (1)
  - 12” Pegboard Backer (4)
- Metal Top Spanner (1)

1- Remove cap from the bottom of the UPRIGHT STANDARDS and insert a BASE FOOT into each of the UPRIGHT STANDARDS. Replace bottom cap.

2- Attach the BASE KICKPLATE into the slots in each BASE FOOT.

3- Lower the BASE SHELF in place by lining up the edge of the shelf with the grooves in the BASE FOOT.

4- Insert the 7” PEGBOARD BACKER into the slots on the inner bottom of the UPRIGHT STANDARDS. Repeat this process for each of the 12” PEGBOARD BACKERS.

5- Place the METAL TOP SPANNER in place on top of the unit to complete the installation.